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MODELS

HM 5100

MADE IN

The masks specially designed by MFA,
which have widespread usage habit
in the market and in which 
the good tastes are combined.

USER COMFORT
The design meeting the field expectations at a very wide scale has 
been added with reliable protection, aesthetics, ease of use for 
long time, e�ective field of view, comfort and easy usage features.

APPLICATIONS 
The HM-5100 series respirators can be used with a variety of 
di�errent filter options;

Gas and Vapours; The 5110 series filters which generally protect 
against either single or multiple contaminant types, fits directly 
onto the HM-5100.

Particles;  The 5100 series particle filters may be used with the 5110 
series or directly fits onto the HM-5100.

The masks specially designed by MFA,



When connected to a proper respirator, the filter provides protection against the following.

A : Organic gases and vapours and solvents -boiling point > 65°C –  such as petrol, kerosene, diesel, mineral 
turpentine, ethylenglycol, methyl isobutyl ketone, isobuthanol, etc

B: İnorganic gases and vapours, e.g. fluorine, chlorine, hydrogen sulphide, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen 
bromide, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen peroxide.

E: Acid gases and vapours, e.g. carbon dioxide, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, formic acid, hydrogen 
fluoride.

K: Ammonia and some amines, e.g. methylamine, ethylamine, dimethylamine.

The number that referred on filter type (1,2,3) represents the maximum concentration of hazardous substance 
in the ambient air.

Concentration of hazardous substance in the ambient air should not exceed;

1000 ppm for filter marked with number 1,

5000 ppm for filter marked with number 2,

10000 ppm for filter marked with number 3.

FFP2 : Provides protection against solid and liquid-based aerosols which are toxic at low level. Maximum 
Protection Level 10 x OEL. Nominal Protection Factor 12 x OEL. 

FFP3  : Provides protection against toxic solid and liquid-based aerosols. Maximum Protection Level 20 x OEL. 
Nominal Protection Factor 50 x OEL.
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FILTER IMAGE STANDARD CLASS

5111 EN14387:2021 ABEK1

Gas Filters 

HAZARD

Organic gases (b.pt>65°C),
Inorganic,acid gases and amonia

5112 EN14387:2021 ABEK2 Organic gases (b.pt>65°C),
Inorganic,acid gases and amonia

5113 EN14387:2021 A1 Organic gases (b.pt>65°C)

5114 EN14387:2021 ABE1

CONNECTION

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

Organic gases (b.pt>65°C) ),
Inorganic,acid gases

FILTER IMAGE STANDARD CLASS

5102 EN143:2021 P2R

Particle Filters

HAZARD

Particulates (Fine Dusts&Mists)

5103 EN143:2021 P3NR Particulates (Fine Dusts&Mists)

5122 EN143:2021 P2NR AC Particulates (Fine Dusts&Mists) +
Gas vapours

5123 EN143:2021 P3NR AC

CONNECTION

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

MFA Bayonet
Connection

Particulates (Fine Dusts&Mists) +
Gas vapours



EFFECTIVE AND SAFE PROTECTION UNDER HEAVY CONDITIONS
The HM 5100 Half Facepiece Respirator was produced so as to provide maximum safe protection and comfort 
under heavy field conditions with high-grade materials. It provides e�ective protection against gas, steam, 
smoke, fog and intense particles mainly in Automotive, Medicine, Wood Processing, Painting Works, Casting, 
Waste Industry, Disinfestation, Rubber Industry, Acid Steams Welding-Soldering Works, Iron Steel, Mining, 
Tunnel Boring, Quarries and Food Industry. It is at the weight of 132 gr and it causes to forget its presence 
within a short time with the balance in its weight distribution.

EASY USAGE and MAINTENANCE
Its usage is uttermostly simple and practical while it provides safe and e�ective protection under heavy field 
and working conditions. The interior body is made of thermoplastic elastomer and does not cause allergic 
reactions. It is easily removable and maintainable.

The HM 5100 Respirators have MFA coded strainer holder apparatus. Wide filtering, long-term usage and low 
breathing in resistance are obtained by fitting double filter to these holders.

The compactness adjustment is easily made by pulling the head band from its ends. Its usage is very comfort-
able with its tight-fitting feature.

STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
These products should be stored in the packaging provided in dry, clean conditions away from  petrol, solvent 
vapours and sources of high temperature. The original packaging is suitable for transporting the product 
throughout the European Union. When stored as stated on the package, the maximum life (shelf life plus 
in-use life) is 5 years from date of manufacture.

APPROVALS
These products meet the requirements of the European Community Directive 89/686/EEC (Personal Protec-
tive Equipment Directive) and are thus CE marked. HM 5100 has been examined and certified in accordance to 
EN140:1998 by BSI, Say Building, John M. Keynesplein 9, 1066 EP Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Notified Body 
of the European Community (Number 2797).  

CONFORMANCE TO FACE
The HM-5100 is available in a single size which fits various face structures thanks to its comfortable body 
material.

EQUIPMENT CONFORMITY
It has e�ective performance in the conformity with    other equipment. It is suitable for using with hard hat and 
eyeglass. It does not restrict the field of view.

PART REPLACEMENT
The HM 5100 Respirators allow very easy part replacement as defined by MFA in user instruction. It takes only 
5 seconds for you to replace the valve mat. It is very easy to clean. Long-term usage with less maintenance is 
possible.The HM-5100 Respirators can be used with the filters suitable for it.
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STANDARDS
These products have been tested and certified in compliance with;

HM-5100 Series Half Masks to EN140:1998+AC:1999.

5110 Series Gas and Vapour filters to EN14387:2021

5100 Series and 1000 series particle filters to EN143:2021

The HM 5100 Masks can be used with the appropriate filters.
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Model bag / pcs box / bag carton / box

ABEK1 – 5111

GAS FILTER PACKAGING INFORMATION

total pcs in carton

ABEK2 – 5112

A1-5113

ABE1-5114

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

8

8

8

8

64

64

64

64

The HM 5100 Masks can be used with the dust filters suitable for it. They are suitable for using in the half-face mask at 
the same time with the gas filters or only as dust filter.

Model bag / pcs box / bag carton / box

5102 P2 R

DUST FILTER PACKAGING INFORMATION

total pcs in carton

5103 P3 R

5122 P2 R

5123 P3 R

2

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

8

8

8

10

80

80

80

80
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